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1. Machine Description
In the semiconductor industry, silicon wafers are trans-

ported from one process to the next in cassettes. When the
cassette arrives at a station, a wafer-handling robot moves
the wafers from the cassette to the process module one at
a time. The robot must skip wafer positions that are absent
or those with more than one wafer in a slot (double slot).
To obtain this information, the wafers in the cassette are
mapped before the robot manipulates them.

This application describes a single-axis wafer cassette
mapping machine (Figure 1), which is connected to an
RZθ robot (not described in detail). At the robot’s request,
the wafer mapper drives a sensor past the stack of wafers
in a 25-slot cassette and the sensor outputs a digital wave-
form indicating the wafer edge locations. The status of the
wafer in each slot is inferred from the motor position 
corresponding to each edge in the waveform. When the
entire cassette has been mapped, the wafer mapper reports
which wafers are present and which are double-slotted to
the robot controller via Ethernet.

Figure 1. Wafer Mapping Machine (cassette, robot not shown)

2. Requirements
(1) High speed position latch for capturing wafer 

edge positions
(2) Determine the status of each cassette slot from the 

following states:
• Wafer absent
• Wafer present
• Double-slotted (more than one wafer in one slot)

(3) Report mapping results to a robot controller over
an Ethernet network connection.

(4) Home switch input

3. Components Selected
This section describes the Galil hardware and software

products chosen to implement the wafer mapper control
system. Below is a bill of materials followed by a descrip-
tion of major components.

Galil MotionCode Solution:
Wafer Mapper
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Part Number Description Unit Price (U.S.)
Qty 1 / qty 100

CDS-3310 1-Axis Controller and Drive System with Ethernet and RS-232 $745/$495

BLM-N23-50-1000 Nema 23 Brushless Servo Motor with 1000-line Encoder and Hall Sensors Consult mfg.

WSDK Servo  
Tuning Software Servo Tuning and Analysis Software $195 (one time)

Table 1.  Bill of Materials for Wafer Mapper Control system



Controller: CDS-3310 

The wafer mapper requires a single axis to move the
sensor past the wafers. This makes Galil’s CDS-3310
single-axis controller and drive system for a brush or
brushless servo motor a good choice. It combines a high-
performance, programmable motion controller with a
500W PWM drive in a compact, cost-effective package.
The CDS-3310 controller supports both 10/100 Base-T
Ethernet as well as non-volatile program memory, making
it ideal for stand-alone applications.

Figure 2.  CDS-3310 Controller and Drive System

Motor:  BLM-N23-50-1000

For maintenance-free operation, we choose a brushless
motor. Galil’s NEMA 23 #BLM-N23-50-1000 brushless
motor, or equivalent, is appropriate because the wafer
mapper require less than 0.3 Nm of continuous torque.

Figure 3. System Connections

An incremental encoder with 1000 cycles per revolu-
tion is installed on the motor resulting in 4000 quadrature
counts per revolution. Hall sensors are not required on the
motor as the incremental encoder provide commutation
tracks for input to the CDS-3310.

4. Implementation
This section details how the components selected above

were used to implement the control system.

System Connections

The wafer handling system consists of a robot (control-
led by a Galil DMC-2133 controller), hub, CDS-3310
mapper controller, and the mapping machine itself (Figure
3). The robot controller is connected to the mapper con-
troller over Ethernet through the hub.

Ethernet Communication (IH, SA)

Each Ethernet connection on the controller is repre-
sented by a “handle” designator A to H and each handle
corresponds to an IP address and port number. The IP
(Internet Protocol) address is a unique address on the
network that identifies a network device such as a con-
troller or computer. Once a communication session is
established with the IH command, SA is used to send
commands and receive responses from other devices
connected to the network:

IHF=10,0,51,102 ;'Open Ethernet handle to mapper

SAF="XQ#map" ;'Send command to start mapping
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This example runs on the robot controller and opens
handle F to the mapper controller at IP address 10.0.51.102.
Next, the robot controller sends XQ#map to execute the
#map subroutine on the mapper controller.

High-Speed Position Latch (CN, AL, _RL)

Galil motion controllers feature a dedicated digital
input called the high-speed position latch, which is an
edge-based hardware trigger. In this application, the latch
feature is used to precisely determine the axis position
of each wafer edge (two per wafer) given a sensor output
waveform such as the one shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4.  Wafer Mapper sensor output. The motor position
is captured at each rising and falling edge.

After arming the latch with the ALX command and
upon perceiving a state transition on the input, the con-
troller will automatically place the encoder position in
a register, which can be read with _RLX.  The CN com-
mand controls whether the position is latched on a rising
(CN,,1) or falling (CN,,-1) edge.

Program Description

There are two program files: robot.dmc and mapper.dmc.
Robot.dmc runs on the robot controller, and contains only
the code required to initiate the mapping operation and
display the mapping results. Mapper.dmc runs on the
CDS-3310 and is used to map the wafers.

Both program files contain a #AUTO routine, which
performs one-time initialization upon power up (such as
establishing communication and homing).

The robot controller calls the #strtmap subroutine
to start mapping. The CDS-3310 controller then moves
the sensor in front of the wafers while acquiring feedback
from the sensor. When the mapper controller completes
scanning the wafer cassette, it reports back the status of
each slot to the robot controller. The status of each wafer
is transferred to the robot as a 25 element array (0 to 24).

The number in each element of this array corresponds to
one slot in the cassette as follows:

0 – no wafer in slot
1 – a single wafer is present in the slot
2 – double-slotted wafers (thickness greater than 200 
counts) are present in the slot

Program Output

Below is sample mapper output showing the position
of each wafer edge:

Slot: 2  Lead: 2481  Trail: 2617
Slot: 4  Lead: 4498  Trail: 4807
Slot: 6  Lead: 6525  Trail: 6660
Slot: 7  Lead: 7522  Trail: 7657
Slot: 8  Lead: 8516  Trail: 8654
Slot: 10  Lead: 10528  Trail: 10664
Slot: 12  Lead: 12545  Trail: 12854
Slot: 13  Lead: 13554  Trail: 13843
Slot: 14  Lead: 14543  Trail: 14687
Slot: 17  Lead: 17582  Trail: 17713
Slot: 18  Lead: 18573  Trail: 18712
Slot: 20  Lead: 20593  Trail: 20901
Slot: 21  Lead: 21595  Trail: 21735
Slot: 23  Lead: 23617  Trail: 23748
Slot: 24  Lead: 24611  Trail: 24748

Below is sample robot output showing the wafer status
array uploaded from the mapper:

Slot: 0  Status: 0
Slot: 1  Status: 0
Slot: 2  Status: 1
Slot: 3  Status: 0
Slot: 4  Status: 2
Slot: 5  Status: 0
Slot: 6  Status: 1
Slot: 7  Status: 1
Slot: 8  Status: 1
Slot: 9  Status: 0
Slot: 10  Status: 1
Slot: 11  Status: 0
Slot: 12  Status: 2
Slot: 13  Status: 2
Slot: 14  Status: 1
Slot: 15  Status: 0
Slot: 16  Status: 0
Slot: 17  Status: 1
Slot: 18  Status: 1
Slot: 19  Status: 0
Slot: 20  Status: 2
Slot: 21  Status: 1
Slot: 22  Status: 0
Slot: 23  Status: 1
Slot: 24  Status: 1
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Program Listing

Two programs are provided here:  robot.dmc and mapper.dmc. The comments explain the code in detail.

(Continued next page)

'Robot.dmc (IP address 10.0.51.103)

#AUTO ;'Runs once on powerup
DM rcassett[25] ;'Declare array (0 absent, 1 present, 2 double)
IHF=-1 ;'Close handle
#handle

IHF=10,0,51,102 ;'Open Ethernet handle to mapper
WT1000

JP#handle, _IHF2 <> -2 ;'Wait for handle to open
EN

#strtmap;'Run to start mapping
SAF="XQ#map" ;'Send command to start mapping
mapping=1 ;'Mapping in progress flag
#wait;JP#wait, mapping=1 ;'Loop until mapping is done

'Display the mapping results:
VF10,0 ;'Set variable display format
slot = 0 ;'Clear increment variable

#list

MG "Slot:", slot, "  Status:", rcassett[slot] ;'Display data
slot = slot + 1 ;'Increment loop counter

JP#list, slot < 25 ;'Loop
EN

'Mapper.dmc (IP address 10.0.51.102)

#AUTO ;'Runs once on powerup
DM cassette[25] ;'Define array

IHH=-1 ;'Close handle
#handle

IHH=10,0,51,103 ;'Open Ethernet handle to DMC-2133 robot controller
WT1000

JP#handle, _IHH2 <> -2 ;'Wait for handle to open

VF10,0 ;'Set variable display format
maxthick = 200 ;'Maximum allowable single wafer thickness
pitch = 1000 ;'Number of encoder counts per cassette slot (wafer pitch)

'Home feed to reverse limit then index:
JGX = -10000 ;'Jog feed towards reverse limit
BGX ;'Begin motion
AMX ;'Wait until motion is complete

JGX = 500 ;'Set slow feed speed to find index
FIX ;'Find feed index
BGX ;'Begin feed motion
AMX ;'Wait until feed motion is complete

PR3665 ;'Offset to half the pitch (500 counts) below first wafer
BGX ;'Begin motion
AMX ;'Wait for motion complete
DP0 ;'Define position as 0

EN
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#map
'initialize the array to zeros (wafer absent)
count = 0 ;'Initialize loop counter
#loop

cassette[count] = 0 ;'Set each array element to 0
count = count + 1

JP#loop, count < 25

SPX=10000 ;'Set speed
ACX=1000000 ;'Set acceleration
DCX=1000000 ;'Set deceleration
PA25000 ;'Set target position
BGX ;'Begin X-axis motion

'This loop captures positions of the leading and trailing edges of each wafer
#record

CN,,1 ;'Configure latch input for active high
ALX ;'Arm latch
#wait1;JP#wait1,(_BGX & _ALX=1) ;'Wait for leading edge to trigger latch
JP#movefin,_BGX=0 ;'Exit if move done
lead=_RLX ;'Leading edge position of wafer

CN,,-1 ;'Configure latch input for active low
ALX ;'Arm latch
#wait2;JP#wait2,(_BGX & _ALX=1) ;'Wait until trailing edge triggers latch
JP#movefin,_BGX=0 ;'Exit if move done
trail=_RLX ;'Trailing edge position of wafer

slot=@INT[lead/pitch] ;'Current slot number
MG "Slot:", slot, "  Lead:", lead, "  Trail:", trail

IF ((trail - lead) <= maxthick)
cassette[slot] = 1 ;'Wafer present

ELSE
cassette[slot] = 2 ;'Double-slotted wafer

ENDIF
JP#record ;'Loop

#movefin
PA0 ;'move back to zero
BGX ;'begin motion
AMX ;'wait until move complete

'Transfer array to robot controller:
SAH="rcount=",0;WT4 ;'Initialize remote counter on robot controller
count=0 ;'Initialize local counter on mapping controller

#loop2
SAH="rcassett[rcount]=", cassette[count]; WT4 ;'Send array elements
SAH="rcount=rcount+1"; WT4 ;'Increment remote counter on robot controller
count = count + 1 ;'Increment local counter on mapping controller

JP#loop2, count < 25

SAH="mapping=",0; WT4 ;'Set variable on robot to signal mapping done

EN

(Continued from page 4)


